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EMILY BLEEKER

AUDIOBOOK RELEASES 2020
What It Seems

KAY BRATT

No Place Too Far
By The Sea Series
After a year on the move, Maggie Dalton has found
a safe haven with her son in Maui. It's the perfect
spot to settle down now that her relentless stalker
is finally behind bars. Maggie finds a new life thanks
to some help from her best friend, Quinn, who
urged her to start over in paradise. But when signals
suggest her stalker is back, Maggie realizes Maui
might not be the safe oasis she thought.
Quinn knows all about facing the past. Tenuously
reunited with her biological family after thirty years,
she's still coming to terms with her childhood —
along with guilt, secrets, and mysteries yet to be
resolved. Just as she's starting to figure out where
she fits in with her family, a name from the past
threatens them all. With that fear comes a choice
for both women: abandon the lives they've been
building on Maui, or find the courage to finally stop
running and fight for the happiness they deserve.

Adopted by her controlling foster mother at the
age of eight, twenty-year-old Tara has seen little of
the outside world. Her only distraction comes from
watching the Feely family's online videos. They're
an affectionate vlogging quintet and an internet
sensation. Most important, they are Tara's mental
refuge. Then the opportunity arises for them to be
something more. When Tara accepts an internship
with the close-knit clan, they're her escape.
Daring to run away, and defying Mother's rules, Tara
is welcomed into the loving fold. But the more Tara
gets to know them, the more she realizes that not
everything is as it seems. As secrets slowly surface,
the image of the perfect family begins to crack.
For Tara, it's another trap. As the show's popularity
explodes, reaching even more fascinated viewers,
Tara can't shake the feeling that Mother is among
their ranks. She's watching. She's waiting. She'll
never let her go.

Read by Jess Nahikian
8 CDs

978 1 7135 6748 6

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6749 3

CAROLYN BROWN

Mystery

9
hours

29 mins

The Sometimes Sisters

8 CDs

978 1 7135 6720 2

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6721 9

7 CDs

978 1 7135 5045 7

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 5046 4

IMOGEN CLARK



Romance

9
hours

Where The Story Starts

8 CDs
1 MP3 CD

2

978 1 7135 4221 6
978 1 7135 4222 3


General Fiction

10

hours
19 mins

hours
41 mins

Burn You Twice
Ten years ago, Joan Mason escaped an arsonist's
fire. Shaken, she fled the small collegiate Montana
town, not looking back. Now a Philadelphia
homicide detective, Joan's trying to put her
traumas to rest. Elijah Weston, the classmate who
torched her house, is out of prison and returning to
Missoula. Gut instinct tells Joan he'll strike again. To
stop him, she must face not only the man she fears,
but Detective Gideon Bailey, too — the man she
loved and left behind.
When a local woman dies in another fire, it can't be
a coincidence. Can it be Elijah? He has a solid alibi
for the night of the blaze. Reunited by the tragedy,
Joan and Gideon have their doubts. So does
Gideon's sister, Ann — Joan's old college roommate.
The investigation draws Joan and Gideon together,
but it also sends them down a dangerous path. As
more lives go up in flames in Missoula, this town's
secrets are just beginning to rise from the ashes…

Read by Melissa Moran
7 CDs

978 1 7135 3260 6

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3261 3

8

Romantic Suspense

CATHERINE COULTER 

Shortlisted for the RNA's Goldsboro Books
Contemporary Romantic Novel Award
As single mother Leah struggles to get her children
ready one morning, the doorbell rings. Standing on
the doorstep is a well-dressed stranger, Clio, who
feels an emotional tie to the house that she can't
explain. The story should end there, but a longburied secret is already on its way to the surface...
Leah's a mother of two and the daughter of a
barmaid; Clio's a perennially single heiress to her
baroness mother's estate. Where Leah lacks grownup company, Clio lacks any experience of the real
world, and the unlikely friendship offers both of
them a welcome respite from the routine of their
lives. It is a friendship that will answer questions
neither of them knew to ask, uncovering secret
stories from the past that have stayed hidden for
decades. But will it also be the catalyst for them to
finally feel that they belong?

Read by Elizabeth Knowelden

General Fiction

MARY BURTON

When they were growing up, Dana, Harper, and
Tawny thought of themselves as 'sometimes
sisters.' They only connected during the summer
month they'd all spend at their grandmother's rustic
lakeside resort in north Texas. But secrets started
building, and ten years have passed since they've all
been together — in fact, they've rarely spoken, and
it broke their grandmother's heart.
Now she's gone, leaving Annie's place to her
granddaughters — twelve cabins, a small house,
a café, a convenience store, and a lot of family
memories. It's where Dana, Harper, and Tawny
once shared so many good times. They've returned,
sharing only hidden regrets, a guarded mistrust,
and haunting guilt. But now, in this healing summer
place, the secrets that once drove them apart could
bring them back together — especially when they
discover that their grandmother may have been
hiding something, too...

Read by Brittany Pressley

9

Read by Megan Tusing

hours
58 mins

Deadlock

An FBI Thriller
A young wife is forced to confront a decades-old
deadly secret when a medium connects her to her
dead grandfather. A vicious psychopath wants
ultimate revenge against Savich, but first, she
wants to destroy what he loves most — his family.
A series of three red boxes are delivered personally
to Savich at the Hoover Building, each one
containing puzzle pieces of a town only FBI agent
Pippa Cinelli recognizes. Savich sends in Cinelli
to investigate undercover but someone knows
who she is. Savich and Sherlock are up to their
eyebrows in danger, but can they figure out the
red box puzzle and the young wife's secret before
it's too late?

Read by Hillary Huber & Tim Campbell
9 CDs

978 1 7135 0852 6

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0853 3

		

Suspense

11

hours

October
CAMILLE DI MAIO

AUDIOBOOK RELEASES 2020
The Way Of Beauty

ROBERT DUGONI

Vera Keller, the daughter of German immigrants
in turn-of-the-century New York City, finds her life
upended when the man she loves becomes engaged
to another woman. But Angelo Bellavia has also
inadvertently opened up Vera's life to unexpected
possibilities. Angelo's new wife, Pearl, has defied
her family's expectations by devoting herself to
the suffrage movement. In Pearl, Vera finds an
unexpected friend...and a stirring new cause of her
own. But when Pearl's selfless work pulls her farther
from Angelo and their son, the life Vera craved is
suddenly within her reach. Her choice will define not
only her future but also that of her daughter, Alice.
Vera and Alice — a generation apart — are bound by
the same passionate drive to fulfill their dreams. As
first mother and then daughter come of age in a city
that is changing as rapidly as its skyline, they'll each
discover that love is the only constant.

11
hours

Read by Meredith Starkman
9 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6205 4
978 1 7135 6206 1

Historical Fiction

PHILIPPA GREGORY



41 mins

Wideacre

21 CDs
2 MP3 CDs

26

978 1 7135 4224 7
978 1 7135 4223 0

Historical Fiction

BARBARA NICKLESS

hours
41 mins

Ambush

9 CDs

978 1 7135 0330 9

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0331 6

PATRICIA MORRISROE

9 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6722 6
978 1 7135 6723 3



11

		

Mystery

hours
5 mins

10

Thriller

hours
34 mins

The Woman In The Moonlight

Vienna, 1800. Countess Julie Guicciardi's life is
about to change forever. The spirited eighteenyear-old is taking piano lessons with Ludwig van
Beethoven, the most talented piano virtuoso in the
musical capital of Europe. She is captivated by his
volatile genius, while he is drawn to her curiosity
and disarming candor. Between them, a unique
romance. But Beethoven has a secret he's yet to
share, and Julie is harboring a secret of her own,
one so scandalous it could destroy their perfect
love story. When Beethoven discovers the truth, he
sets his emotions to music, composing a mournful
opus that will become the Moonlight Sonata. The
haunting refrain will follow Julie for the rest of
her life.

Read by Angela Dawe			
8 CDs

978 1 7135 3292 7

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3293 4

DIANA PALMER

Sydney Rose Parnell Series
Railway cop and former Marine Sydney Parnell is on
the hunt. So is a killer she knows only as the Alpha.
They're in a race to find Malik, an eleven-year-old
Iraqi boy with secrets to guard. Sydney wants to
help him. The Alpha wants him dead.
From the dark alleys of Mexico City to the mean
streets of Denver, Sydney and her K9 partner, Clyde,
use their wits and determination to chase down the
ruthless killer. But when their path collides with his,
Sydney realizes just how far-reaching and sinister
the Alpha's past is. And how far he's willing to go
to save his secrets.

Read by Emily Sutton-Smith

The Last Agent

Read by Edoardo Ballerini

The Wideacre Trilogy
Wideacre Hall, set in the heart of the English
countryside, is the ancestral home that Beatrice
Lacey loves. But as a woman of the 18th century,
she has no right of inheritance. Corrupted by a
world that mistreats women, she sets out to corrupt
others. Sexual and wilful, she believes that the only
way to achieve control over Wideacre is through a
series of horrible crimes, and no-one escapes the
consequences of her need to possess the land…

Read by Emma Powell		



Charles Jenkins Series
Betrayed by his own country and tried for treason,
former spy Charles Jenkins survived an undercover
Russian operation gone wrong. Exonerated, bitter,
and safe, the retired family man is through with
duplicitous spy games. Then he learns of a woman
isolated in Moscow's notorious Lefortovo Prison. If
it's Paulina Ponomayova, the agent who sacrificed
her life to save his, Jenkins can't leave her behind.
But there's no guarantee it's her. To find out, Jenkins
must return to Russia. Next move: blackmail Viktor
Federov, a former Russian officer, into helping him
infiltrate Lefortovo. The enemy who once pursued
Jenkins across three continents is now the only man
Jenkins can trust. From Moscow to Scandinavia to
the open ocean —they're hunted by a brutal Russian
agent on a killer quest of his own. Out of loyalty to
Paulina, Jenkins is putting everyone's life on the line
for a new mission that could be his last.

10

Historical Fiction

hours

Color Love Blue
Bumping headlong into sexy stranger Nick Scarpelli
shakes artist Jolana Shannon's head out of the
clouds. He's drop-dead gorgeous and incredibly
arrogant, and surrendering to passion with him is
utter bliss. But when Nick makes it clear he doesn't
want forever with Jolana, it breaks her heart.
Still, memories of Nick linger — until one day, he
resurfaces in her life. Could the man who walked
away offer her everything she's ever wanted?

Read by Todd McLaren
7 CDs
1 MP3 CD

8

978 1 7135 5047 1
978 1 7135 5048 8

Romance

hours

37 mins

3

November
PETRA DURST-BENNING

AUDIOBOOK RELEASES 2020

An Artificial Light

HEATHER GRAHAM		

The Photographer's Saga
Germany, 1911. Certain things are expected of a
woman. Defiant Mimi Reventlow has chosen to be
the woman she wants to be. For now, that's the
resident, if temporary, photographer in Laichingen.
Here, against the odds, she maintains a struggling
studio. She cares for her aging uncle and mentor.
She's captured the affections of a roguish young
local. And she dares to engage in a secret affair
with Johann, the village's prodigal son. But when
tragedy strikes, Mimi's world is thrown into a state
of flux. Remain in a place she calls home? Stay
loyal to the man she loves? Or follow her true
calling, on the road, as a photographer of roving
independence? Mimi's next choice could change
her life once again. So could the risks. But as Mimi
knows, taking risks is at the heart of all women who
dream of a future.

Read by Kathleen Gati		
10 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0332 3 		
978 1 7135 0333 0
Historical

PHILIPPA GREGORY

Fiction

12
hours

The Favoured Child

THE WOMAN
She is Kendall Moore — a spirited southern belle
as proud as she is beautiful, driven by a cruel
marriage-bed betrayal to risk her life in a dangerous
gamble for freedom...
THE MAN
He is Brent McClain — the Confederate agent who
meets Kendall aboard the warship Jenni-Lyn, and
loses his heart in a single, searing night of passion...
THE GLORY
But war and treachery soon tear them apart — Brent
into raging battle, Kendall into desperate flight from
a scorned husband's white-hot vengeance. They
live only for the promise of tomorrow — and a love
that will burn forever in both their hearts.

Read by Shannon McManus
12 CDs

978 1 7135 6235 1

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6236 8

20 CDs
2 MP3 CDs

978 1 7135 4227 8
978 1 7135 4228 5

25
hours

Historical Fiction

MELINDA LEIGH		

27 mins

See Her Die

7 CDs
1 MP3 CD

4

978 1 7135 4229 2
978 1 7135 4230 8

Romantic Suspense

10
hours

Romantic Suspense

hours
41 mins

The Dead Beat
Meet Martha. It's the first day of her new job as an
intern at Edinburgh's The Standard. But all's not
well at the ailing newspaper, and Martha is carrying
some serious baggage of her own.
Put straight onto the obituary page, she takes a
call from a former employee who seems to commit
suicide while on the phone, something which
echoes with her own troubled past.

Read by Caroline Guthrie
5 CDs

978 1 7135 6764 6

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6765 3

CAROLINE MITCHELL		

6

Mystery

hours
14 mins

The Secret Child

DI Amy Winter Thriller Series
Four-year-old Ellen is snatched by a stranger in
the dead of night. Her devastated mother, Nicole,
receives four identical phials and a threatening
note. But she always knew this would happen.
She's been expecting it for years... According to the
note, one of the phials is poisoned. Nicole is given
a deadly challenge: if she drinks one, the kidnapper
will notify the police of Ellen's location. The sender
claims to be Luka Volkov but Luka is supposed to
be dead, killed long ago in a fire.
DI Amy Winter is still reeling from the discovery
that she is the daughter of a serial killer, and her
childhood trauma only makes her more determined
to bring Ellen home. When another child is taken,
Amy finds herself in a race against time. To rescue
the children, must she seek help from the one
person she wants to forget?

Bree Taggart Series
New sheriff Bree Taggert is called to a shooting
in a campground shuttered for the winter. But
she arrives to find a perplexing crime. There is
no shooter, no victim, and no blood. No one but
Bree believes the sole witness, Alyssa, a homeless
teenager who insists she saw her friend shot.
Bree calls in former deputy Matt Flynn and his K-9
to track the killer and search for Alyssa's friend.
They discover the battered corpse of a missing
university student under the ice in Grey Lake — but
it's not the victim they were looking for. When
two more students go missing and additional
bodies turn up, Bree must find the link between
the victims. She knows only one thing for certain:
the murders are fueled by rage. When Alyssa
disappears, Bree must race against time to find her
before her witness becomes another victim.

Read by Christina Traister

14

DOUG JOHNSTONE

The Wideacre Trilogy
The Wideacre estate is bankrupt, the villagers are
living in poverty and Wideacre Hall is a smokeblackened ruin. But in the Dower House, two
children are being raised in protected innocence.
Equal claimants to the inheritance of Wideacre,
rivals for the love of the village, they are tied by a
secret childhood betrothal but forbidden to marry.
Only one can be the favoured child. Only one can
inherit the magical understanding between the
land and the Lacey family that can make the Sussex
village grow green again. Only one can be Beatrice
Lacey's true heir.

Read by Kate Rawson

Tomorrow The Glory

Read by Elizabeth Knowelden
8 CDs

978 1 7135 6724 0 		

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6725 7

9

Thriller

hours
45 mins

November
BARONESS ORCZY

AUDIOBOOK RELEASES 2020

The Scarlet Pimpernel

INÊS PEDROSA

Read by Michael Page
7 CDs

978 1 7135 6232 0

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6231 3

Classic

VIVECA STEN

8
hours

16 mins

In The Name Of Truth

Read by Rebecca Mozo
6 CDs
1 MP3 CD

9 CDs

978 1 7135 6727 1

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6726 4

TORI WHITTAKER

Mystery

10
hours

52 mins

Millicent Glenn's Last Wish

9 CDs

978 1 7135 6233 7

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6234 4


General Fiction

11
hours



LORETH ANNE WHITE		

7

Fiction

hours
28 mins

 The Dark Bones

Dark Lure Series
When Detective Rebecca North left her rural
hometown, she vowed never to return. Her father's
apparent suicide has changed that. The official
report is that retired cop Noah North shot himself,
knocked over a lantern, and set his isolated cabin
ablaze. But Rebecca cannot believe he killed
himself. To prove it, she needs the help of Ash
Haugen. But Rebecca and Ash share more than
broken hearts. Something darker lies between
them, and the investigation is stirring it back to
life. Clues lead them to the home of Olivia West
and her deeply troubled twelve-year-old daughter,
Tori. The child knows more about the murder than
anyone can imagine, but she's too terrified to say a
word. And as a cold-blooded killer resurfaces from
the past, Rebecca and Ash begin to fear that their
own secrets may be even harder to survive.

Read by Emily Sutton-Smith 
11 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6237 5
978 1 7135 6238 2

13

Romantic Suspense

SARIAH WILSON

hours
33 mins

Roommaid
Madison Huntington is determined to live her
dreams. That means getting out from under her
family's wealth and influence by saying no to the
family business, her allowance, and her home. But
on a teacher's salary, the real world comes as a
rude awakening. To get a place of her own, Madison
accepts a position as a roommaid. In exchange
for free room and board, she needs to keep her
roommate's penthouse clean and his dog company.
So what if she's never washed a dish in her life?
Madison is confident she can fake it well enough
that Tyler Roth will never know the difference.
The finance whiz is rich and privileged but to
him, she's just a teacher in need of an apartment.
He's everything Madison has run from, but his
kindhearted nature and unexpected insecurities
make her want to get closer. And Tyler is warming
to the move. With everything so right, what could
go wrong? Madison is about to find out…

Millicent Glenn is self-sufficient and contentedly
alone in the Cincinnati suburbs. As she nears her
ninety-first birthday, her daughter, Jane, with whom
she's weathered a shaky relationship, suddenly
moves back home. Then Millie's granddaughter
shares the thrilling surprise that she's pregnant. But
for Millie, the news stirs heartbreaking memories
of a past she's kept hidden. Maybe it's time she
shared something, too. Millie's last wish? For Jane
to forgive her.
Sixty years ago Millie was living a dream. She had a
husband, a job of her own, a precious baby girl, and
another child on the way. They were the perfect
family. All it took was one irreversible moment to
shatter everything, reshaping Millie's life and the
lives of generations to come.
As Millie's old wounds are exposed, so are the
secrets she's kept.

Read by Joshilyn Jackson

In Your Hands

978 1 7135 5049 5 		
978 1 7135 5050 1
Historical

Sandhamn Murders
With the summer season on Sandhamn comes an
unsettling mystery for Detective Inspector Thomas
Andreasson. A young boy has vanished from a
sailing camp on neighboring Lökholmen Island. The
disappearance has also captured the interest of
Thomas's longtime friend, attorney Nora Linde. The
missing child happens to be the son of her latest
client, Christian Dufva. He is a key witness against
his partner in a high-profile embezzlement trial.
With every anonymous threat against Dufva, the
stakes get higher. When new evidence surfaces in
their respective cases, new questions and fears arise
for Thomas and Nora. Time is running out to resolve
them. So is hope of finding the boy alive. Because
on Sandhamn Island, the truth is buried as deep as
the secrets.

Read by Angela Dawe



This sweeping saga begins in 1935 Portugal, in the
grip of Salazar's authoritarian regime, where upperclass Jenny enters into an uncommon marriage
with the beguiling António. In private, Jenny,
António, and his lover, Pedro, share a guarded
triangle, and together raise a daughter born under
the auspices of rebellion.
Thirty years later, their daughter, Camila, a
photojournalist — reminisces about a long-lost
love in Southeast Africa. This memory shapes the
future of her daughter, Natália, who begins an
impassioned quest of her own. As she navigates
Portugal's complex past, Natália will discover
herself in the two women whose mysteries and
intimate intrigues have come to define her.

Perhaps the most famous alias of all time, The
Scarlet Pimpernel hides the identity of a British
nobleman who, masked by various disguises,
leads a band of young men to undermine the
Reign of Terror after the French Revolution. The
Scarlet Pimpernel makes daring raid after daring
raid into the heart of France to save aristocrats
condemned to the guillotine. At each rescue, he
leaves his calling card: a small, blood-red flower —
a pimpernel — mocking the power of Robespierre
and his Committee of Public Safety.
Having been told that his own wife was an informer
who delivered an aristocrat into the hands of
the Committee, the Scarlet Pimpernel must keep
his identity and work a secret while he struggles
against the love he feels for her. Until the day her
own brother is taken prisoner...

Read by Lauren Ezzo		
8 CDs

978 1 7135 3262 0

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3263 7


Romance

10

hours

5

December
CATHERINE BYBEE

AUDIOBOOK RELEASES 2020

Everything Changes

CHRISTI CALDWELL

Creek Canyon Series
As the only female civil engineer in her department,
Grace Hudson needs space from men. Her last love
interest traumatized her in ways she never saw
coming. Even so, a little flirting with a handsome
stranger over coffee can't hurt, right? In their short
interaction, Grace dazzles Dameon Locke. But he's
focused on his newest development project and
keeping his company afloat. So during the planning
huddle with the city board, he's stunned to find the
petite spitfire he met at the coffee shop running
the show. Grace can't ignore Dameon's charm, but
when a disgruntled developer accuses Grace of
taking bribes, her world is upended. Worse still,
something much more important than her job may
be in peril. With her career in shambles and her life
in danger, Grace turns to Dameon...but will she risk
putting him in danger too?

Read by Tara Sands
7 CDs

978 1 7135 3264 4

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3265 1

Romance

KAREN CHARLTON

8
hours

Plague Pits & River Bones

Read by Tim Campbell
8 CDs
1 MP3 CD

Read by Michael Page



978 1 7135 6245 0
978 1 7135 6246 7

SUSI HOLLIDAY

Mystery



10
hours

12 mins

The Last Resort

6

978 1 7135 4239 1
978 1 7135 4240 7


Thriller

8
hours

hours

Meridon

Read by Charlie Sanderson
16 CDs
2 MP3 CDs

978 1 7135 4231 5
978 1 7135 4232 2

CHARLIE N. HOLMBERG

Historical Fiction

20
hours

25 mins

The Will And The Wilds

Enna knows to fear the mystings that roam the
wildwood near her home. When one tries to kill her
to obtain an enchanted stone, Enna takes a huge risk:
fighting back with a mysting of her own.
Maekallus's help isn't free. His price? A kiss. One with
the power to steal her soul. But their deal leaves
Maekallus bound to the mortal realm, which begins
eating him alive. Only Enna's kiss, given willingly,
can save him from immediate destruction. It's a
temporary salvation for Maekallus and a lingering
doom for Enna. Part of her soul now burns bright
inside Maekallus, making him feel for the first time.
Enna shares Maekallus's suffering, but her small
sacrifice won't last long. If she and Maekallus can't
break the spell binding him to the mortal realm,
Maekallus will be consumed completely — and Enna's
soul with him.

As the clock counts down to the lavish end-ofday party they've been promised, injuries and
in-fighting split the group. But with no escape from
the island — or the other guests' most shocking
secrets — Amelia begins to suspect that her only
hope for survival is to be the last one standing. Can
she confront her own dark past to uncover the truth
— before it's too late to get out?

7 CDs
1 MP3 CD

9

Historical Romance

The Wideacre Trilogy
Meridon, a desolate Romany girl, is determined to
escape the hard poverty of her childhood. Riding
bareback in a travelling show while her sister, Dandy,
risks her life on the trapeze, Meridon dedicates
herself to freeing them both from danger and want.
But Dandy, beautiful, impatient, thieving Dandy,
grabs too much too quickly. And Meridon finds
herself alone, riding in bitter grief through the rich
Sussex farmlands towards a house called Wideacre
— which awaits the return of the last of the Laceys.

When Amelia is invited to an all-expenses-paid
retreat on a private island, the mysterious offer is
too good to refuse. Along with six other strangers,
she's told they're here to test a brand-new product
for Timeo Technologies. But the guests' excitement
soon turns to terror when the real reason for their
summons becomes clear. Each guest has a guilty
secret and there's no hiding from the past. This is
no luxury retreat — it's a trap they can't get out of.

Read by Imogen Church

978 1 7135 4235 3
978 1 7135 4236 0

PHILIPPA GREGORY

The Detective Lavender Mysteries
London, 1812: Treacherous gangs roam the capital.
When Detective Stephen Lavender is called in to
investigate a highway robbery and a cold-blooded
murder, both the cases take a dangerous and
disturbing personal twist. And when Lavender's
trusted deputy, Constable Ned Woods, finds a
severed foot washed up on Greenwich Beach, they
soon realise that these ancient bones are more
sinister than they first appeared.
With Bow Street Police Office undermanned and
in disarray, it will take all of Lavender and Woods's
wit and skill — and some help from Lavender's
spirited wife, Magdalena — to unmask the fiend
behind the mayhem, restore peace and justice to
the beleaguered city and solve the mystery of the
severed foot. But will they do so in time to foil
a plot that threatens to plunge the country into
chaos?
8 CDs
1 MP3 CD

Undressed With The Marquess
Lost Lords Of London Series
Long ago, Dare Grey disappeared from privilege to
help the downtrodden. He came of age as the most
skilled — and wanted — thief in East London. But
when he was captured, his influential grandfather
offered him a choice: face his heritage...or the
gallows. Dare had to find a wife. Little do they know,
he already had…
Marrying Dare rescued young Temperance Swift
from a brutal life. Yet his commitments were
elsewhere, and it broke her heart to leave him,
but she established a new life as a seamstress.
However, Dare finds her and offers to resume being
husband and wife, and this time, it will yield a
fortune. The romance stirs again. But when every
kiss is shadowed by the mistakes of the past, and
a haunting secret Temperance bears, will love be
enough to save them from an uncertain fate?

Read by Angela Dawe
7 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 6243 6
978 1 7135 6244 3

8

Fantasy

hours
48 mins

December
SORAYA M. LANE

AUDIOBOOK RELEASES 2020

The Last Correspondent

SARAH LARK 

When journalist Ella Franks is unmasked as a
woman writing under a male pseudonym, she loses
her job. But she refuses to be silenced and leaps
at the chance to become a correspondent in wartorn France.
Already entrenched in the thoroughly male arena
of war reporting is feisty American photojournalist
Danni Bradford. Together with her partner, Andy,
she is determined to cover the events unfolding
in Normandy. And to discover the whereabouts
of Andy's flighty sister, Chloe, who has followed a
lover into the French Resistance.
When trailblazing efforts turn to tragedy, Danni,
Ella and Chloe are drawn together, and soon form
a formidable team. Europe is a perilous place, with
danger at every turn.

Read by Tbc
8 CDs

978 1 7135 5184 3

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 5185 0

9

hours

Historical Fiction

MELINDA LEIGH		

Secrets Never Die
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Out Of Her Mind
Sawyer Brooks Series
Crime reporter Sawyer Brooks still grieves for the
family she and her two sisters never had. Raised in
a house of horrors, they continue to fight through
the trauma — releasing their rage by seeking
justice for those who are just as vulnerable as they
were. When a little girl's bones are unearthed in
Sacramento's Land Park and twelve-year-old Riley
Addison disappears, solving these cases becomes
an obsession for Sawyer. Yet she can't turn back,
and the deeper Sawyer's investigation goes, the
darker it gets. A psychopath is on the loose and
has been trolling Sacramento for years. The more
Sawyer persists, the closer she gets to a disturbing
place reminiscent of her own terrorized childhood.
With time running out, Sawyer will risk anything
to save Riley from the dark. But the killer will do
anything to keep her there…

Read by Jennica Damon
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On The Wings Of Hope
February 1942: Terrifying reports of the
Wehrmacht's advance across the Soviet Union
spread like wildfire, striking new fear into the
already oppressed German families living there.
Harri Pfeiffer, now sixteen, is summoned to the
forced labour camp in Chelyabinsk. With men
around him dying by the hundreds, every day is a
fight for survival in a world plagued with despair.
Three years later, with the war finally over, Yvo
Scholz arrives in Chelyabinsk, desperate for news
of her brother, who was also last seen being
dispatched to the labour camp. Still uncertain of
the fate of her father, it takes all Yvo's unshakeable
courage to build a new life for herself while she
waits for hope to return.
When their paths intersect, Harri and Yvo find a
connection they never thought possible. But faced
with hostility and discrimination, do they dare to
dream they will one day be free — together?

Real-estate mogul Martin Cresswell-Smith is the
best thing that ever happened to Ellie. After her
daughter's devastating death, a divorce, and an
emotional breakdown, he's helped her move as
far as possible from the monsters of her past. Ellie
imagines her new home with Martin will be like a
fairy tale. But behind closed doors is another story
— one that ends in Martin's brutal murder. And Ellie
seems almost relieved...
Naturally, everyone thinks Mrs. Cresswell-Smith
is guilty. Senior Constable Lozza Bianchi has
reasonable doubt. She sees evidence of a twisted
psychological battle and a couple who seemed to
bring out the worst in each other — adultery, abuse,
betrayal, and revenge — if anything Ellie says can
be believed. As the case takes twist after spiralling
twist, Lozza can't shake the gut instinct that she's
being manipulated — that there are secrets yet to
surface. Lozza has no idea…

Read by Sarah Zimmerman
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T.R. RAGAN

Morgan Dane Series
When a retired sheriff's deputy is shot to death
in his home, his troubled teenage stepson,
Evan, becomes the prime suspect. Even more
incriminating, the boy disappeared from the scene
of the crime. Desperate to find her son, Evan's
mother begs PI Lance Kruger for help. She knows
her son is innocent. Kruger and defense attorney
Morgan Dane want to believe that too, but the
evidence against the boy is damning. Just as
the trail goes cold, another deputy vanishes. His
shocking connection to Evan's stepfather throws
the investigation into chaos as Lance and Morgan
fear the worst...that Evan is the killer's new target.
With so many secrets to unravel, will Lance and
Morgan find him before it's too late?

Read by Cris Dukehart

Fires Of Change
The Fire Blossom Saga
It's 1863, nearly twenty years since Ida Lange came
to New Zealand. With her best friend, Cat, she
established a thriving sheep farm. But the fires of
change are coming again, and this time, it's Ida's
and Cat's daughters — Mara, Carol, and Linda —
who will get swept up in the ensuing chaos.
Mara is in the first blush of romantic awakening
with a half-Maori boy. Carol, engaged to the son
of a local sheep baron, has a prospect that seems
safe — yet fate has other plans. And Linda, Carol's
sweet-natured "twin", can't imagine a life outside
Rata Station. Then a sudden tragedy throws the
families into peril. As tensions escalate between
the warring Maori tribes and English settlers,
Mara, Carol, and Linda struggle to overcome the
increasing hardships. Drawing on their strong will,
and unbreakable bond, they'll do anything to
secure their future at Rata Station.
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Shadow And Bone

EMILY M. DANFORTH The Miseducation Of Cameron Post

The Grisha Trilogy
Orphaned by the Border Wars, the one thing Alina
Starkov could rely on was her best friend and
fellow refugee, Mal. Drafted into the army of their
war-torn homeland, they're sent on a dangerous
mission into the Fold, a swath of unnatural darkness
crawling with monsters who feast on human flesh.
When their convoy is attacked, all seems lost, until
Alina reveals a dormant power. She is whisked away
to the royal court to be trained as a member of the
Grisha, the magical elite led by the mysterious
Darkling. He believes she is the one with the power
to destroy the Fold. Swept up in a world of luxury
and illusion, Alina struggles to fit into her new life
without Mal by her side. But as the threat to the
kingdom mounts, Alina uncovers a secret that sets
her on a collision course with the most powerful
forces in the kingdom. Now only her past can save
her...and only she can save the future.

Finalist for the YALSA Morris Award
Cameron Post feels a mix of guilt and relief when
her parents die in a car accident. Their deaths
mean they will never learn the truth she eventually
comes to — that she's gay. Orphaned, Cameron
comes to live with her old-fashioned grandmother
and ultraconservative aunt Ruth. There, she falls
in love with her best friend, a beautiful cowgirl.
When she's eventually outed, her aunt sends her
to God's Promise, a religious conversion camp that
is supposed to 'cure' her homosexuality. At the
camp, Cameron comes face to face with the cost
of denying her true identity.
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Siege And Storm

ASHLEY SAUNDERS/LESLIE SAUNDERS

The Grisha Trilogy
Darkness never dies. Hunted across the True Sea,
haunted by the lives she took on the Fold, Alina
must try to make a life with Mal in an unfamiliar
land, all while keeping her identity as the Sun
Summoner a secret. But she can't outrun her past
or her destiny for long.
The Darkling has emerged from the Shadow Fold
with a terrifying new power and a dangerous plan
that will test the very boundaries of the natural
world. With the help of a notorious privateer, Alina
returns to the country she abandoned, determined
to fight the forces gathering against Ravka. But
as her power grows, Alina slips deeper into the
Darkling's game of forbidden magic, and farther
away from Mal. Somehow, she will have to choose
between her country, her power, and the love she
always thought would guide her — or risk losing
everything to the oncoming storm.

Read by Lauren Fortgang
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 The Rule
Of All

The Rule Of One Series
Outlaw twin sisters Ava and Mira Goodwin were
born to defy Texas's tyrannical Governor Roth.
They inspired millions across the country to liberate
themselves. But an enemy still endangers their
fragile vision for the future. Ava and Mira's mission:
hunt the man down. The once-mighty Governor
Roth has fled Dallas. Holding a hostage beloved by
Ava and Mira, Roth has a mission, too: regroup his
Loyalists, and reclaim his power.
Ava and Mira brave a journey more uncertain than
they've ever attempted before. As they forge
southward into foreign territory, Roth's aggressive
Texas Guard, and a formidable new foe — courage,
alliances, and trust will be tested. The sisters must
finish what they started. Before they — and the
Common — are erased from history forever.

Read by Karissa Vacker & Others
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Ruin And Rising

SHANNON TAKAOKA

The Grisha Trilogy
The much-anticipated conclusion to the Grisha
Trilogy
The capital has fallen. The Darkling rules Ravka
from his shadow throne. Hidden away, a weakened
Alina must submit to the dubious protection of the
Apparat and zealots who worship her as a Saint.
Yet her plans lie elsewhere, with the hunt for the
elusive firebird. Alina forges new alliances as she
and Mal search for Morozova's last amplifier. But
as she begins to unravel the Darkling's secrets, she
reveals a past that alters her understanding of the
bond they share and the power she wields. The
firebird is the one thing that stands between Ravka
and destruction — and claiming it could cost Alina
the future she's fighting for.
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Everything I Thought I Knew

Seventeen-year-old Chloe had a plan: work hard,
get good grades, and attend a top-tier college. But
after she collapses during cross-country practice
and is told that she needs a new heart, all her
careful preparations are laid to waste. Eight months
after her transplant, everything is different. Stuck
in summer school, all she wants to do now is grab
her surfboard and hit the waves — which is strange,
because she wasn't interested in surfing before her
transplant. (It doesn't hurt that her instructor, Kai,
is seriously good-looking.) There's also the vivid,
recurring nightmare about crashing a motorcycle
and memories of people and places she doesn't
recognize. Is there something wrong with her
head too, or is there another explanation? As she
searches for answers, and as her attraction to Kai
intensifies, what she learns will lead her to question
everything she thought she knew.
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